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 Teelie's Digital Shop   Fairy Garden 

Discover Magical Rainbow

Themed Fairy Gardens

Join us on a magical adventure as Teelie’s Fairy Garden goes

out searching for magical rainbow-themed fairy gardens.
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We’ve been guaranteed that there are many to discover.

READ MORE

Dual-Themed Fairy Garden

Teelie’s Fairy Garden has created a dual-themed fairy

garden with the above scene which includes the rainbow

fairy, colorful signs, and unicorns that have beautiful wings

with a splash of color on them. You can �nd all the magical

details here.
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Adorable Glittering Rainbow Fairy

Garden

GiftCatchers on Etsy put together this adorable glittering

rainbow fairy garden. It is available as a kit and also has

unicorns included with it. This magical kit includes

glittering gemstones, a fairy pet, a duck, ladybugs, an

umbrella, and several other enchanting miniatures for

your enjoyment. Learn more here.
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Teelie’s Fairy Garden Magical Rainbow

Scene

This �rst magical scene comes from Teelie’s Fairy Garden

and can be found here. Pictured above is a scene from

Arcenciel the Rainbow Fairy’s instant fairy garden.

Miniature accessories were added to the instant garden to

add some dimension to it. The miniature items that we

have to share with you are an amazing rainbow cake,

orange soda, rainbow cookies, sprinkle donuts, and

lollipops. These magical rainbow-colored items are bright

and colorful, and we cannot help but smile as we look at

them.
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Fantastic Jewelry That Gigi Wants To Pair

With Teelie Turner Fashions

Welcome back to the Gigi the Chic Fairy website. We’re so glad that

you’ve been able to take some time out of your busy schedule to

stop by and enjoy the magic with us. As you know I love fashion and

getting dressed up. This week, I’m going to be sharing ten beautiful

and unique pieces of jewelry that I think will look wonderful with the

Teelie Turner Fashions collections.

READ MORE
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Book 4 Of The Gigi The Chic Magical Fairy

Book Series

Gigi A New York Holiday

Travel with me to New York. I’m Gigi the Chic Fairy and I’m currently

on a magical adventure with my human friend Adiana. I’m on an

incredible fashion tour which will allow me the opportunity to make a

stop in New York over Christmas. I can’t wait to eat delicious food, and

shop and explore this magni�cent city. The Christmas lights and

decorations are absolutely beautiful. Teelie Turner has written another

stunning tale about this adventure, and I can’t wait for you to read it.

It is �lled with joy as well as beautiful illustrations. This is the 4th book



in the Gigi the Chic Fairy series. If you haven’t read the �rst ones yet,

we recommend reading them in order so that you don’t miss out on

my magical journey.

BUY NOW
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POPULAR BRAND OF THE WEEK

Arcenciel The Rainbow Fairy Instant

Fairy Garden

If you believe in Rainbows and Unicorns this is the perfect

fairy garden for you!!

Over 147 Images to Download!NEW-Exclusive Digital

Download Instant Fairy Garden! What a great project for

the family, birthday party, DIY and end up with a beautiful

fairy garden! You can also place inside on a wall and make

an indoor Rainbows and Unicorns Garden celebration or

add to your dollhouse!Collect them and collect the

beautiful Gold Certi�cates you will receive with each fairy

garden! Frame them and place them on your wall!

SHOP THE COLLECTION HERE
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Join Our Fairy Fam

Teelie’s Fairy Land has a wonderful new opportunity for you. You could

become part of the fairy family and enjoy wonderful bene�ts. All the

details are provided in the attached banner.

The only other condition is that you con�rm that you will create the

instant fairy garden after you receive it in the mail, and then take

photos and send them to us so we can share them on our website
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and social media pages to help spread the word about the magic of

fairy land.

JOIN NOW

Enter now for your chance to win a beautiful blue fairy dress with

matching accessories and an adorable closet. Participating is easy to

do. Every time someone registers the fairies will clap and magical fairy

dust will fall down around human fairy believers.

JOIN NOW
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Teelie's Fairy Garden

4320 196th Street SW Suite B, Lynnwood

WA 98036 United States
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You received this Fairy Scoop Newsletter because you
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